[Visualizing muscle activation by fusing fast MR images].
The purpose of this study was to conduct fast-acquired muscle functional magnetic resonance imaging (fast-mfMRI). Fast-mfMRI is a method of fusing fast MR images in order to visualize muscle activity. Exercise selectively increases the signal intensities (SI) of active muscles in T2-weighted magnetic resonance (MR) images. A fast-mfMRI image is a fusion of two types of images: an anatomic image acquired by the TrueFISP method and a functional image acquired by the SE-EPI (spin-echo echo-planar-imaging) method. MR images of four healthy males were recorded at rest before and after plantar flexion. The Gain of the MR signal remained constant from before the flexion exercise (at rest) to after the exercise. The data on the area of muscle activity could be extracted by adapting a threshold value obtained by a functional image at rest to the functional image after the exercise. By uniting the data on the area of muscle activity with the anatomic images after the exercise, we constructed a fused image rich in anatomical information and effective in visualizing muscle activity. These fast-mfMRI images can be acquired in 14 seconds. Our results suggest that fast-mfMRI has the potential to measure muscle activity in the trunk, where conventional mfMRI has been ineffective.